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Digital Illustration is one of my passions
here at the Waltham High School, and a class I was very
excited to initiate. After graduating from Waltham High
School, I went to college to study illustration, realizing for
the first time a career path filled with discipline, artistic
techniques, digital tools and of course, imagination! It has
always been my goal to strengthen the commercial art
program here at the Waltham High School, and Digital
Illustration does that and more!

Teacher
reflection

The Digital Illustration classes has run two full sections
every year since its inception, with many of the schools
most talented artists diving into using cutting edge
digital painting techniques combined with well-honed
traditional techniques. Like myself, most of my students
have never even heard of Illustrator as a career option,
and many still have no idea the amount of work that
goes into creating artwork commercially.
By the end of the year however, students are well aware
as to the labor of love, and commerce, that illustration
offers to the disciplined artist. Combined with Graphic
Design One & Two, Digital Illustration ties together
to create a very powerful, well rounded commercial art
program that I am very proud to be a part of. In short,
it’s a class I wish was around when I was in school!
My hopes for the future of the program is to make more
connections with the Waltham High School and overall
community through class projects, integration and field
trips. It is also a hope of mine to someday be able to
teach the Digital Photography classes, completing the
commercial art classes under one educator umbrella.
With the interest level so high at Waltham High
School, I do believe that starting a Design and Visual
Communications program would be well received and
the next step in graphics education, acting as a bridge
between Graphic Communications, TV Broadcasting,
Design & Visual Communications and the Art classes.

Kevin Keaney
Graphic Design Educator





679 Digital Illustration
The power of visual images, in the form of illustration, has been used for
centuries to communicate ideas and enhance the written word. Since the
dawning of the computer age, artists have explored new techniques and
uncovered the creative potential of the digital canvas. From illustrated
books, comic books and graphic novels, editorial illustration, children’s
books and fine art, digital illustration (using Adobe Photoshop) is quickly
becoming the medium of choice for visual artists around the world.

Objectives
Combining 21st century technology skills and digital media as a new
artistic medium, students will learn the process and career path of a
illustrator, concept artist, comic book and picture book artist.

The Creative Process
Students will experiences the creative process from brainstorming,
thumbnail sketches and critique, to the final product. Importance will
be placed on multiple ideas and solutions, along with project criteria
such as color range and formats.

The Elements and Principles of Art & Design
Line / Color / Shape/ Texture / Value / Space
Movement / Balance / Emphasis / Unity
Contrast / Repetition / Alignment / Proximity

Adobe Photoshop
The leading computer software in the graphics and digital art industry,
including illustration and image manipulation.

Designing for Print and Web
Preparing files for print on laser copiers, printing presses, large format
printers and the internet.

The Illustration Career
A look into the many facets and opportunities available for a career path
in illustration, including freelance and working for a company.

Visual Hierarchy and Culture
Is it clear what you want your viewer to read first, second and third?
How does the design used within an environment influence the location?

Introduction
Goals: The main goal is to get to know the students, explain the class
rules, expectations, grading guidelines and class structure. A primary
focus is to make the students feel welcomed, safe and excited about
the school year and projects to come.
Essential Question: What is graphic design?

Where do you see it? How is it used? Is graphic design art
What businesses do you know of that use graphic design?


Unit I 			 Safety
Goals: Students will learn about the process of design, thumbnail
sketches and traditional graphic techniques and mediums, along with
the principle that design needs to communicate something. They will also
learn the evacuation route and lock down procedures.
Essential Question: Design always starts with a problem and

a need for a solution - what does that mean? Why is safety important?
What is ergonomics? Whose main concern is safety and why?

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
Strands 1 and 6

Project: Safety Design
Students will create both hand written and visual directions for the fire
exit for the classroom. The signs must create visual interest, within a
format, and include all the major points discussed in class.


Unit II			 Illustrators in History
Goals: Students will research and learn about the career through
individuals working in the illustration field—including the multiple
genres and styles of artwork, as well as usage.

Essential Questions: Where do we see illustrations? How does
one become an illustrator? What would an illustration career path look
like? What kind of styles and opportunities are available?
What is the difference between an illustrator and fine artist?

Check out the
class wiki space:

whsdigill@
wikispaces
.com

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
3, 5 and 6

Project: Exemplars
Students will research a professional illustrator and write
a three paragraph essay about the artists, both style and genre speciality
(book, magazine, etc) and their work.

Project: Class Wikispace
Students will be introduced to the class wikispace and informed as to its
class usage. Then students will post their exemplar artist, along with a
one paragraph post as to why they chose that work.


Unit III		
			

Illustration Process
& Techniques

Goals: Students will learn the process of creativity and illustration
through exercises and observation drawings.

Essential Questions: What is the difference between “seeing”
and “observing”? How is an illustrator an artist? Why is process so
important? What is an “Art Director”?

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
3, 4 and 5

Project: The Drawing Ritual
Students will being each class with a 5 minute observation drawing,
focusing on contours, shading and loose sketching.

Project: Art as Process
Students will choose a work of art from the artist they reported on
previously and create a thumbnail based on the artwork, and then they
will create 2 original thumbnails of the same scene.

Project: Observation Drawing
Students will draw from a still life and try to create drama based on an
original written reaction to the still life set-up.
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Unit IV		
			
			

Visual Thinking 				
Strategies &
Storytelling

Goals: Students will learn VTS by examining fine art and illustration
exemplars—examining the techniques artists use to create visual stories.

Essential Questions: If a picture is worth 1,000 words, how
can the artist be sure which words they are saying? Who are the two
important groups involved in all artwork? How does observation help us
derive meaning and story from an image?

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
3, 4, 5, 6

Project: Visual Thinking Strategies
Students will learn critical thinking skills through the study of fine art
and illustration works of art.

Project: Critical Eye
Students will chose a work of art and first, write a short essay analyzing
what they believe is happening in a work of art using evidence to support
their ideas (VTS). They must then research and include what the artist
was actually trying to communicate.


Unit V		

Photoshop

Goals: Students will learn the basic techniques and workspaces for
creating digital paintings, including using the Wacom pen tablet, digital
file formats, resolution and output concerns.

Essential Questions: How do you mix digital paint? What issues
must the digital artist consider first and foremost? What is the benefits
and non-benefits of working digitally?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
1, 2 and 6

Project Workspace & Painting basics
Students will complete multiple project tasks in Photoshop, including;
navigating the workspace, using the selector tools, resolution and file
formats, filters, layers, channels, swatches and history palettes, edit/
toning tool, the smudge tool, and the brush tool and brush palette

Unit VI		

Concept Artist

Goals: Students will learn the process of brainstorming, sketching
and collecting references in the creation of characters, creatures and
locations, as well as a look into the career of Concept artist.

Essential Questions: How is illustration used movies?
How and why do most special effects start with pencil and paper?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
1, 2 and 6

Project: Character, Creature and Location
Students will create three sketch ideas for a character, creature
and location in their sketchbooks.

Project: Digital Sketching and Painting
Students will scan in their character sketches and practice digital
painting in Adobe Photoshop.


Unit VII
			

Graphic Novels
& Comic Books

Goals: Students will learn the process of creating visual stories using
professional comic book formatting and Adobe Photoshop.

Essential Questions: How are many comic books created?
Why is their usually three to five different job titles on each comic book?

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
1, 2 and 6

Project: Visual Storytelling
Students will learn professional comic painting techniques used in the
industry today. Focus will be placed on preparing for print and web
viewing formats, as well as visual storytelling, graphic design and the
mediums impact on society.

Project: Flats
Students will create flats for a 1-page comic using the proper digital
technique, including the use of channels, layer masks and vector shapes.

Unit VIII
			

Children’s Book 			
Illustration

Goals: Students will learn about the career path of children’s book
illustrator, and how to apply text directly into the artwork.

Essential Questions: Why does art and story go so well together?
What special planning is necessary when creating illustrations with text?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
1, 2 and 6

Project: Picture Book
Students will create a page from any children’s book story with an
emphasis on style and content restrictions, along with designing
artwork with text present.


Unit IX		
			

Science Fiction
and Fantasy illustration

Goals: This unit will focus on synthesizing all we have learned so far,
and adding more special effect painting in Photoshop through layer styles
and filters, for the sci-fi/fantasy genre.
Essential Questions: What other tools can digital artists bring to
their artwork? Using observation, what makes a laser beam or flaming
sword glow? How can we apply those principles?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 4, and 6

Project: Photoshop effects
Students will learn how advanced digital painting effects using
Photoshop’s filters, brushes and layer styles.

Project: Re-Imagining Tolkien
Students will read a chapter five (The Bridge of Khazad-Dum) in
J.R.R. Tolkien’s “The Fellowship of the Ring”. They will then create an
illustration for a section of the chapter.
*Students are allowed to choose their own favorite section of any
fantasy novel, as long as they supply the text!

Project: A Galaxy Far, Far Away
Students will read a section of the script for Star Wars part four:
A New Hope, and will illustrate the events within the script.
*Students are allowed to choose their own favorite section of any
science fiction movie or novel, as long as they supply the text!


Unit X		

Illustrating Reality

Goals: Students will be introduced into the “real world” in illustration,
with a focus on fictional book covers and editorial magazine illustration.

Essential Questions: What does visual art give us that
photography cannot? How does illustration set the tone for stories?
Can illustration change minds? How is illustration and fine art similar?
How are they different?
MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
2, 3, 4 and 6

Project: Book Cover
Students will choose a book of fiction to create an illustration for the
front cover, or inside text.

Project: Editorial Illustration
Students will choose a current event or news story and create a work of
digital art that responds to the topic visually.


Unit XI		

Digital Painting

Goals: Students will learn multiple printing formats, page layouts and
video presentations for their illustrated stories, as well as creating digital
art for arts sake.
Essential Questions: What does “Art for arts sake” mean?
How does the presentation of artwork change it’s impact?

MA Frameworks / Graphic Communications
1, 2, 3, 4, 6

Project: Art for Arts sake
Students will choose a format, including a poster, hand folded book, or video
presentation and will create an illustrated story, poem of their choice.

MA Frameworks ~ Graphic Communications
Strand 1: Safety and Health Knowledge and Skills
¾¾ Illustrate appropriate safe body mechanics, including proper
lifting techniques and ergonomics
¾¾ Locate emergency equipment in your lab, shop, and classroom,
including (where appropriate) eyewash stations, shower facilities, sinks,
fire extinguishers, fire blankets, telephone, master power switches,
and emergency exits
Strand 2: Technical Knowledge and Skills
¾¾ Demonstrate effective pre-production practices.
¾¾ Discuss methods for planning and coordinating production.
List ways to back-up and archive files.
¾¾ List common file errors and their resolution.
¾¾ Scan materials into appropriate file formats and resolutions.
¾¾ Modify images to conform to layout design.
¾¾ Assemble a digital file for output.
¾¾ Print with output devices to given specifications.
¾¾ Identify common output errors and their resolution.
¾¾ Demonstrate proficiency in using current major publishing software.
¾¾ Explain and adhere to the rules of basic color theory as they apply to the
imaging process (e.g., RGB, CMYK, Grayscale)
Strand 3: Embedded Academic Knowledge and Skills
English Language Arts
¾¾ Analyze visual or aural techniques used in a media message
for a particular audience and evaluate their effectiveness.
¾¾ Use general dictionaries, specialized dictionaries, thesauruses, histories
of language, books of quotations, and other related references as needed.
¾¾ Use all conventions of standard English when writing and editing.
¾¾ Identify the aesthetic effects of a media presentation and identify and
evaluate the techniques used to create them.
¾¾ Analyze how visual characteristics, content, and a message convey the
time and place of a completed work.
¾¾ Scale copy and compute page/photo/illustration using ratios
and proportion formulas.
¾¾ Identify and explain the applications of light in communications,
e.g., reflection, refraction, additive, and subtractive color theory.
Strand 4: Employability Knowledge and Skills
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾
¾¾

Develop employability skills to secure and keep employment in chosen field.
Locate information from books, journals, magazines, and the Internet.
Apply basic writing skills to work-related communication.
Write work-related materials.
Use writing/publishing/presentation applications.
Apply active listening skills to obtain and clarify information.
Solve problems using critical thinking.
Demonstrate skills used to define and analyze a given problem.
Demonstrate positive work behaviors.
Identify time management and task prioritization skills
Demonstrate willingness to learn and further develop skills.
Demonstrate self-management skills.
Explain the importance of taking pride in work accomplished and
extrinsic and intrinsic motivators that can be used to increase pride.

Strand 5: Management and Entrepreneurship Knowledge and Skills
¾¾ Define entrepreneurship.
¾¾ Describe the formal and informal influences in the abstract and formal
structures of business organizations within the career cluster.
¾¾ Define influences of government and cultural perspectives as they relate
to media communications visual arts or performance as a business.
¾¾ Define the influence of government regulations on media, audio-video
productions, telecommunications, printing and artistic authorship.

¾¾ Analyze a variety of persistent cultural issues and dilemmas within
society that commonly affect how cultures are portrayed within art
forms and communication.
¾¾ Analyze the history and evolution of the arts, audio-video technology,
and communications to their current place in society and the economy.
¾¾ Identify positive and negative impacts of the arts on current society.
¾¾ Prove evidence of interdependence of the technical and the
artistic sides of this industry.
¾¾ Analyze how technical areas and the arts partner to produce high
quality presentations and productions.
¾¾ Analyze the roles of creators, performers, technicians, and others
involved in production, performance, and media to identify
similarities and differences.
¾¾ Analyze the skills required by both technical and artistic partners
to provide audiences with quality works and productions.
Strand 6: Technological Knowledge and Skills
¾¾ Select and utilize the appropriate technology to solve a problem
or complete a task.
¾¾ Demonstrate file management skills (e.g., install new software,
compress and expand files as needed, download files as appropriate).
¾¾ Differentiate between different operating systems and demonstrate
use of at least one to open and switch between programs and files.
¾¾ Identify and demonstrate resolutions to simple hardware
and software problems as they occur.
¾¾ Save, retrieve, load, format, and import data into, and export
a variety of electronic documents.
¾¾ Demonstrate the proper use of a variety of external peripherals
and how they connect to a computer.
¾¾ Illustrate methods of selecting and using search engines.
¾¾ Demonstrate ability to use technology for research, problem
solving, and communication.
¾¾ Present information, ideas, and results of work using any of a variety
of communications technologies.
¾¾ Use advanced features in writing/publishing applications
¾¾ Use insert picture/object function to place graphics in documents and
adjust text formatting accordingly.
¾¾ Make changes to format or layout of an existing complex
publication or template
¾¾ Use presentation applications
¾¾ Create a new presentation using both text and content layouts.
¾¾ Create/edit external graphic elements (e.g., scanned photo)
¾¾ Create new slide transitions.
¾¾ Create an automated slide show
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